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It was so good to be home in many moths as for the first time I saw my daughter and son 

both of whom I hadn’t seen in quite a few years. My son, Kevin, was in the United States Air 

Force and rarely got time off but I enjoyed the times he did get off as we went fishing or doing 

activities we both enjoyed. Kevin told me that a lot of his fellow airmen joked with him about 

him looking a lot like me and to be honest I would agree. He was extremely tall wasn’t quite as 

hefty as I was but he had the same grayish white hair I had and had the same blue colored eyes 

that I did. Kevin had been in the Air Force now for five years and in that time,  he had already 

made staff sergeant which I was impressed.        

 My daughter Jennie I must say honestly looked more like her mother. I hadn’t seen 

Jennie in a few years either as I had been traveling around the world and helping solve major 

cases though it was a good time to relax and enjoy the day off. Jennie was shorter than Kevin 

was and she had extremely beautiful blonde hair which reminded me a lot of her mother. She had 

extremely green emerald colored eyes and her voice was extremely soft and quite. Jennie had 

just recently got married and she and her husband were already expecting their first child to 

which I was very happy.          

 “I tell you father the child is a baby girl,” Jennie told me when I asked what it was going 

to be.  “My husband Daniel and I have decided to name the baby girl Darlene.” I didn’t know 

what to say but as I turned and I knew happiness was apparent to my daughter as she smiled. “I 

know you’re happy you don’t have to say anything.”     

 “Congrats,” Kevin told Jennie as he turned to me. “Tell me Dad what is it your partners 

do in the firm?”           

 “Well Kevin, just to let you know I now have two partners.” I said.    

 “Who?” Kevin asked.         

 “My two partners are Detectives Emma Stevens and Rick O’Malley and they both are 

very good. I couldn’t do what I’m doing without either of them. We go and help solve major 

cases for different agencies,” I told Kevin quietly. “It is very good to see both of you and it 

makes it all the more enjoyable as I hardly ever get a day off. In fact Emma Stevens is visiting 

her sister and her niece and nephew.”        

 “I thought Emma didn’t have any relatives that were alive,” Jennie asked.  

 “I thought so too but she checked through records and found out that her mother had 

given birth to another girl fifteen years earlier and the record didn’t say who the father was but it 

is safe to assume it was a different man as Emma’s mother didn’t mention the birth to either her 

or her father,” I said quietly as Kevin and Jennie listened intently.  

I slowly turned on the television and within a minute I wished I hadn’t as the three of us 

turned and listened to what the broadcaster said.       

 “Again today there were more kidnappings in Dallas. Police are baffled by the increased 

number of kidnappings lately but they believe that the kidnappings are all linked to the same 

underground sect groups that are known for underage sexual relations and marriages. Police have 

issued an amber alert for the two missing teens, Melody Kennings age 14 and Sara Granger age 



15. Both Melody and Sarah are from Dallas and were walking to school when a black van 

approached them and two black dressed in black robes and hoods jumped out of the van and 

kidnapped them. Police interviewed witnesses but no one claimed they saw anything. If you have 

any information call the Dallas Police Department at,” the broadcaster said as I turned the 

television off.            

 “So those are the types of cases you help solve,” Kevin asked.   

 “Yes, Kevin and what disturbs me more than anything is I helped bust them when your 

mother was still alive. It was the same religious sect and they did the same thing back then. 

According to their beliefs they say that girls and boys could get married as young as twelve. I tell 

you the truth that is absolutely against the law and is inexcusable,” I said. I had started to speak 

again when I heard the phone ring and although I knew what it was and didn’t really want to pick 

it up deep down I would rather pick it up and help bust these no good vermin. 

 “Hello,” I said as I picked up the phone and again it was Chief Montgomery of the Dallas 

Police Department who was calling and asking for our assistance. “Of course sir we will be 

there.”           

 “Another assignment Dad,” Jennie asked calmly as I nodded quietly.   

 “If you don’t mind, we’ll stay here and wait until you come back.”    

 Of course, I agreed as I didn’t have much time with them and I wanted to see them a bit 

more. The fact both were willing to stay a few days until I came back made me feel much better 

and I could only imagine how Emma would feel when she realized we were leaving again. 

 

************************** 

 

Needless to say Emma wasn’t the most pleased person as I told her and Rick that we 

were leaving for Dallas that night. The one thing I really liked about Rick was that he always had 

his things prepared so naturally it didn’t take him long to get ready. He told me he learned this 

from his mother and father both of who were police officers in Ireland. Emma had visited her 

sister and her two children and to be honest Jessica and Justin really enjoyed her visit. Emma had 

just finished preparing dinner for her and Rick when I called and told them to meet me at the 

airport.            

 “We will be there,” Emma said calmly as she put her dinner plate down on her table.  

“Oh man,” Jessica said, realizing that Emma was about to leave. 

“So soon again,” Elizabeth said.       

 “I know,” Emma, sadly said. “Duty calls.” 

“See you when you come back,” Elizabeth said. 

“Go get them,” Justin added. 

“I will. Thanks,” Emma said, smiling as she walked out the door. 

 

*************** 

 

I could understand how she felt as I too was irritated about having to leave again but we 

needed to stop these people from committing more kidnappings and rapes. Not being able to see 

your loved ones irritated me and even though I didn’t say anything I knew Emma and Rick had 

started dating. The three of us finally arrived at the Birmingham airport and though I must say 

Emma was in a much better mood than she was when I spoke to her on the phone. Rick was in 

his usual cheerful mood as he looked at both of us as he spoke first.    



 “Come on. We’re out to go get more bad guys,” Rick said enthusiastically  .

 “Well yeah Rick but you don’t have any family that you hardly ever see,” Emma said 

quietly and calmly but I could tell by her facial expression she was exhausted, but she said 

nothing as Rick began to speak.        

 “Emma, I have two brothers and a sister in which I hadn’t seen in a twenty years. My two 

brothers joined the military and have been moving around the world since and my sister she 

moved here to the United States and I have been trying to find here since. I know it hurts 

especially after you found them after believing for a long time you didn’t have any family left 

but be assured they are here for you and so am I,” Rick said quietly.    

  Emma seemed to fall silent as tears fell down her eyes and I had never seen Emma get so 

close to anyone, not even her best friend Samantha Thomas, as she did with Rick. I don’t know 

how he did it but he seemed to calm Emma down considerably as we got onto the plane heading 

for Dallas.         

 

********************************** 

 

Although we would not find out until after we arrived in Dallas while we were still on the 

plane heading for Dallas there were three more kidnappings. It occurred approximately 4:30 p.m. 

as three two young girls and a young man were walking to their house when the same van 

approached them. Although the three teenagers fought fiercely the hooded men were much too 

strong for them as they took them into the van and quickly disappeared. When we finally arrived 

in Dallas at 7:30 p.m. and were quickly greeted by two officers of the Dallas Police Department. 

 “Hello and you three must be Detectives Early, O’Malley and Stevens. Welcome to 

Dallas,” Officer Johnson said. “Chief Montgomery has arranged a house for you three and our 

instructions are to take you there for tonight and then take you to the station for a briefing in the 

morning.”            

Officer Johnson was a young man from I could tell, and I knew he hadn’t been with the 

police department long enough to understand a case like this. Officer Johnson was shorter than I 

was but was a little taller than Emma. Officer Johnson was also a unusual case I thought to 

myself. In all my years of doing police and detective work I had never seen a police department 

that allow anyone to have a few different colors in his hair, like Officer Johnson did, which made 

it look like a rainbow. Officer Johnson also had dark blue eyes and his voice was steady and 

from what I would hear in the department Officer Johnson never seemed to get mad or glad and 

that he was very intelligent.         

 “We will be picking you three up at 8:00 a.m. so be ready,” Officer Willis said sternly. 

Officer Willis was a tall dark colored man who was extremely strict. He had been with the 

department for three years and to be honest like Officer Johnson this was the first case of this 

kind for him. Officer Willis unlike Officer didn’t have any hair and his uniform I must say was 

much more pressed than was Officer Johnson’s but I was impressed with both of them anyway. 

 “Yeah,” Officer Johnson said. “Chief is very punctual. He does not like lateness.”  

 “Understood and we’ll be ready,” I assured them.      

 “Good. Let’s go. We have a lot to do and a short time to do it,” Officer Willis said as we 

followed him.  

 

****************************** 

 



We quickly arrived at the small house which Chief Montgomery arranged for us and I 

must admit it was much better looking than I anticipated.  I could remember the first time I went 

to Dallas and investigated a case similar to this one my wife and I had got stuck into a small 

hotel which to be quite frank wasn’t very clean nor were the people there very friendly. My wife 

and I felt like strangers that weren’t wanted but oh my I must say how things have changed in 

fifteen years. It was a small house but it was comfortable and to be frank I let Rick and Emma 

have the two bedrooms while I took the couch in the living room. I was a late-night person 

unlike my two partners who loved to go to bed much earlier than I did but on this night I decided 

that it was perhaps best that I went not too late in the night.      

 The next morning as was very hectic as I woke up at 6:00 a.m. and quickly got my two 

partners up. Although I admit Emma wouldn’t like me saying this but waking her up wasn’t an 

easy task and I swore to myself I wouldn’t try it again if I could it help it. She was not an early 

morning person though we all managed to eat breakfast and be ready by the time Officer Willis 

picked us up. We arrived at the Dallas Police Station not long afterwards where we were 

formally introduced to Chief Montgomery and Deputy Chief Simms.    

“Good morning detectives. I’m glad you three could make it,” Chief Montgomery said 

proudly. Chief Montgomery was a short older skinny man who had dark brown hair and equally 

dark brown eyes. He wore thin glasses and also had to wear hearing aids as he couldn’t hear very 

well without them. Chief Montgomery had been with the department for over thirty years and he 

had seen his fair share of terrifying cases and I could instantly tell he really wanted this case 

solved quickly. He was really hearing about from the mayor and from the public and though he 

had able detectives he wanted to  end the case and get the pressure off his officers as they too 

were tired of hearing and seeing the kidnappings. “I’d like to introduce to you three Deputy 

Chief Simms.”            

  Deputy Chief Simms was a man of very words but whatever he said the officers of the 

department listened. Deputy Chief Simms was an older dark colored man who like the Chief had 

been in the department for over thirty years. Both Chief Montgomery and Deputy Chief Simms 

were highly respected but Deputy Chief Simms was perhaps respected a little more as he had 

saved several of the officers over the years and in fact he lost one of his arms in doing so.  

“Before we begin are there any questions that you have Chief Simms?”    

 “No sir,” Deputy Chief Simms replied quietly.     

 “Now as you three know there has been a rash of kidnappings here in Dallas lately. We 

believe that the kidnappers are members of a radical sect that believes it is okay for minors to get 

married and to have sexual relations. I want these people caught regardless,” Chief Montgomery 

said sternly.            

 “Sir, do we know how many kids have been kidnapped,” Emma asked calmly.  

 “Five that we know of, but that number is probably much higher. This group doesn’t care 

about what the law says. They say their beliefs are protected by the First Amendment and while 

some beliefs are protected these particular views saying that twelve and fourteen years old kids  

can get married with much older adults is illegal,” Chief Montgomery said angrily. “You know 

what makes me even madder is that someone out there knows what is happening but no one is 

saying a word. I also believe that someone in this department is helping the sect out by telling 

them exactly when we’re on patrol so the group knows when to strike. The group is headed by a 

man named Ricky Burrow who is a convicted pedophile and escaped from prison a few years 

ago and unfortunately people seem to be protecting him. We just don’t know who and every lead 

we have seems to be another dead end.”       



 “Ricky Burrow,” I gasped as I couldn’t believe what I heard. Rick and Emma looked at 

me for a minute but didn’t say anything as they knew I knew Ricky Burrows. “You can be 

assured we will arrest whoever is responsible.”       

 “Do we even know where most of the kidnappings are happening,” Emma asked Chief 

Montgomery.           

 “Most of the kidnappings are occurring in the downtown section of the city,” Chief 

Montgomery said. “In fact, that is where the suspected sect is located. Do whatever is necessary 

but I want everyone involved with this brought to justice including the person feeding them the 

information even if it is a cop doing so. This makes me madder than anything that anybody in a 

position of trust could do something and help these sects.”     

 “Understood sir,” I said as the three of us stood up as we were dismissed by the chief.  

 

************************** 

 

We quickly went to the downtown section of Dallas where all the kidnappings had taken 

place the last several days. School was about to be dismissed and we watched as students went 

either on the school buses or with their parents. All was normal until about 3:50 when a young 

boy and girl who were still waiting on their parents were suddenly approached by two hooded 

me. The three of us quickly got out of the car and drew out our weapons at them.   

 “FREEZE,” I shouted as I shot into the air trying to get the hooded figure’s attention.  

 “COPS,” one of the men said.        

 Oh great I said to myself. The plan perhaps worked a bit too well as one of the hooded 

men quickly took out his automatic machine gun and started shooting us. I had got in my right 

arm but it didn’t stop me from trying to stop the hooded men.  

“Keep firing,” a third man shouted as we returned fired. Kids and parents who saw what 

was happening became frightened. This was not what I was wanting but I was determined to 

keep more boys and girls from becoming victims to this sect. As we continued to shoot at the 

hooded figures I saw another hooded figure grab the young boy and girl and threw them into the 

van.            

“No, you don’t,” I said as I began shooting at their tires. The van quickly sped off before 

I could get another shot off. “Blast it.” 

“Got it,” Detective O’Malley said as he put his notebook in his pocket.  

 “What did you get?” Emma asked but her curiosity turned into slight anger when she 

turned and saw I had been shot in my arm. “Charles, are you all right?”    

 “Yes I am. I’ll be fine. Rick what did you get?” I asked as I looked and noticed that the 

bullet had barely pierced me and in fact it appeared as though I had only been scraped by it as 

there were no entrance or exit wounds that neither I nor Emma could see as she also looked for 

other wounds on me.          

 “I got the van’s tag number,” Detective O’Malley said calmly as he turned and saw where 

the bullet had grazed me. “Oh I tell you mate you’re one lucky bloke.”     

 “I know,” I said as I took out a small container of alcohol and poured it on my wound. It 

was painful but the pain lessened after a minute or two as I patched it up. “Let’s go and find out 

who the van belongs to. Emma do me a favor and find out who the officers are working in the 

school systems and neighborhood and find out all you can about them?”   

 “Most certainly,” Emma said quietly. 

 



************ 

 

None of us quite realized that we were extremely close to where the men had taken the 

youths and that the building they were using had been since long abandoned. The three hooded 

figures entered the old church as they kept forcing the young boy and girl to march to the back of 

the building where they also kept their other captives.     

 “I tell you Ricky,” said one of the hooded figures. “I think one of the detectives got our 

license plate number. In fact, I think one of the detectives there was the one that helped put you 

away for statutory rape a few years ago.”        

 “Do you mean Charles Early?” yelled Ricky furiously as he picked up his gun and shot it 

into the air. “YOU”RE SURE HE IS HERE! IF THAT IS THE CASE WHAT IS HE DOING 

HERE?” Ricky thought about the situation for a moment before he turned and spoke again more 

calmly. “Well I tell you what Clearance. Tonight when we make another run we will also make 

another stop and kill the three detectives and burn down the house they’re staying in but before 

we do I need to call my contact and make sure the detectives are staying in the same house they 

did when they first busted me and if not where they’re staying.”  

Ricky said as he took off his hood. Ricky was the leader of the men who went out and 

kidnapped the youth. Ricky was a middle-aged white man who had extremely blonde hair and 

dark brown eyes though he had a particular crescent moon shaped cut on the top of his right eye.  

 “Who is you’re contact,” Clearance asked quietly. “Pardon me for asking Ricky but 

you’ve never trusted the police in your life.”  

Clearance was a short white man who was nearly bald as what little hair he had was so 

white you couldn’t see on his head. Clearance was also a hefty man who had dark green eyes and 

his voice was as steady as was Ricky’s though he wasn’t in the mood to kill like Ricky.  

 “Never mind that just get everything ready,” Ricky ordered as Clearance and the other 

hooded men quickly disappeared. Ricky stood there for a moment as he quietly thought to 

himself. So Charles, you’re back and are trying to capture us again. Well this time I will do as I 

should have done the last time and kill you and your partners.   

 

************************ 

 

Rick, Emma and I went back to the police station where Detective O’Malley went to a 

computer and quickly ran the license plate number. Emma and I continued to research and  find 

out as much as we could about the sect and all the people who were suspected of having ties with 

the group. Fortunately for us it didn’t take long for the results of the license plate check to come 

back.            

“Look at this,” Detective O’Malley said as he pointed to the screen. “TX1347530 which 

is registered in Harris County belongs to a man named Ricky Paul Burrow.”   

 “Hey Charles, what is wrong,” Emma asked as she could tell something had started 

bothering me.           

 I was not surprised that the truck belonged to Ricky Burrow though a part of me had 

hoped it was not true. “I know that man. He was one of the men I helped put away in the last raid 

that helped rescue hundreds of children and teenagers. I never thought I would live to see that 

day he would be out of prison again,” I said quietly but continued to speak. “He was convicted 

like several dozen other people of kidnapping, statutory rape, conspiracy to commit rape, human 

trafficking, arson, and several other offenses.”       



 “Blimey how did the man escape? Those crimes alone should have got him life without 

parole,” Detective O’Malley said.         

 “They did. They did sentenced him to life,” I said.      

 “Was it with or without parole,” Emma asked.      

 “Rick, if you don’t mind pull up his criminal file,” I asked calmly.    

 “Sure thing boss,” Rick said as he quickly entered the information into the computer. It 

did not take the computer but a split second to return information about Ricky Burrow.  “Charles, 

I got it.”           

 “Let’s take a look,” I said.         

 “You’re right, Ricky Burrow was sentenced to life but it does not make any indication 

with or without parole,” Rick said.         

 “That’s because unless it explicitly states no parole you can assume parole may be 

granted after so many years. Still I am shocked though,” I added.      

 “So am I,” Emma added.         

 “With the acts he was convicted for it would not surprise me if he had help from inside to 

get help,” Rick added.           

 “Maybe, but we’ll deal with that later. At this moment my friends we just got to get those 

kids back,” I added.           

 “Speaking of which,” Captain Montgomery said as he entered the office. “How are we 

going Detective Early?”           

 “Still working on it Chief,” I said as I stood and began walking with him. “By the way 

chief can you talk to the district attorney and get us a search warrant for this address?”  

 “Most certainly can and will,’ Chief Montgomery said as he took the piece of paper from 

me. “Anything else?”           

 “Not now chief. I am just heading back to finish up dotting my I’s and crossing my t’s,” I 

replied.           

 “Good. Let me know if you need anything else,” Chief Montgomery said as he walked 

into his office.   

“Will do,” I said as I turned to go back to my desk. As I sat down Emma began trying to 

get my attention.           

 “Charles,” Emma said. I did not hear the first time she called my name as I was looking 

at old records concerning our chief suspect Ricky Burrow. Emma again called me but this time I 

heard her.            

 “What is it?” I asked. 

“Oh, Charles I forgot to tell you that I found out that there is thirty officers working for 

the schools in the district,” Emma said.       

 “Thirty of them. That sure is going to take a while,” I replied.   

 “Not really. I have already looked into two of them. None of them have any connection to 

Ricky Burrow or the sect that he is running except for two of them,” Emma said.  

 “Two. Who are they,” I asked.       

 “Officer Maxwell and Officer Walkins,” Emma told me.     

 “They both are veteran police officers,” I began. “Been here for years and most likely 

respected in the community. Why do you say these two are suspects?”    

 “According to the files on the two officers they both share the same view as the sect that 

are kidnapping the youth and in fact Officer Walkins used to be real good friends with Ricky 

Burrows before he was sent to prison,” Emma said as she showed me their files.   



 “Maybe a coincidence,” I said.       

 “Or maybe not,” Emma added.        

 I laughed to myself. Emma was right. It may or may not have been a coincidence that the 

officers had been friends with Ricky Burrow. I had been so focused on trying to recapture Ricky 

that for a moment I forgotten that there were other culprits involved. Namely a inside mole 

feeding Ricky information about our investigation.      

 “Did the district do a complete through background check on him as it is standard 

procedure?” I asked Emma.          

 “Get this Charles no there wasn’t any background check done of either of them, and in 

fact both had been given jobs on a recommendation by a man named George Mills,” Emma said 

quietly.             

 “George Mills. Who is George Mills?” I asked.      

 “According to the files we have George Mills is a socialite that seems to have a lot of pull 

in this city,” Emma said.          

 “Mr. Mills might have known about these two officers beforehand, and helped keep their 

backgrounds a secret,” I said. “Emma, do me a favor run a complete background on Officer 

Maxwell and Officer Walkins. Let’s see what it turns up,” I said.    

 “I will get right on it,” Emma said.  

        

 

*********************************** 

 

Emma, Rick and I continued to research and find any and all connections to Ricky 

Burrow. Ricky was a sly one I said quietly to myself. Somehow he had built connections to help 

him continue to run his sect that basically kidnapped kids and force them into illegal marriages. I 

wanted nothing more than to bring Ricky to justice for all of his atrocities he committed over the 

years, but I still had to wait to get proof before I could act. Emma and Rick continued to run the 

background on Officer Maxwell and Officer Walkins as well as one on George Mills. There was 

a connection I felt but I needed more than feelings if I was going to arrest these men. I needed 

proof.              

 “Hey Charles, Rick and I got some good news,” Emma said.    

 “We ran those backgrounds you requested,” Rick said.     

 “And,” I said.           

 “What we found will shock you,” Emma said.      

 “Not really,” I said. “Let me guess you found something on them.”    

 “On all of them,” Rick said.         

 “What were they previously arrested for?” I asked.     

 “Officer Maxwell and Officer Walkins had been previously busted for second degree 

rape a few years ago,” Emma said.         

 “Second degree rape,” I said. How did they become police officers I asked to myself. A 

second question immediately ran through my mind as well. Why was not a background check 

done on them because if it were, they would have been immediately disqualified? I sat there not 

saying a word as I continued to listen to Rick and Emma.       

 “Apparently they were busted for having illicit relations with minor who they were 

‘married’ to,” Rick said.          

 “They were part of the sect,” I said.        



 “As was George Mills we believe,” Rick said.      

 “Believe,” I said. “You mean you have no proof on him.”      

 “Not smoking gun type of evidence. Just more mere coincidence,” Emma said. “Though 

Rick and I believe you can make a case that at the very least George Mills bribed officials and 

perhaps even obstructed justice.”         

 “Bribery. How far up are we talking about?” Charles said.     

 “All the way up to the governor’s mansion,” Rick said.     

 “According to the financial records we obtained Mr. Mills made several payments to 

several politicians including the Governor,” Emma added.      

 “And you think those payments were due to his bribery,” I said.    

 “We think so. How can one manage to hide those convictions from a background check?” 

Rick replied.            

 “Unless bribery is involved,”  Emma added.       

 “Do you think it is bribery or do you think they just did not do a background 

investigation?,” I asked. “Either way it is not good, but bribery is clearly a criminal offense while 

not doing a background check can more or less lead to civil liability more than criminal 

liability.”            

 As we talked we had barely noticed that Chief Montgomery had walked in. It was only 

when he spoke did we turn and notice that he and several senior officers were walking in the 

station. 

“Unless the law clearly states a background check has to be done as it should have been 

with the two officers. Especially given that they are working in schools too. To answer your 

question about it being bribery I believe I can answer that,” Chief Montgomery said as he walked 

to us.     

“Chief,” I said.          

 “Those background checks given to us were fraudulent,” Chief Montgomery said.  

“Fraudulent,” I whispered. I had not considered that a possibility, but a fraudulent 

background check would indeed give credence to bribery which Rick and Emma were 

suggesting.  

“So a background check was run but it was fake,” Rick said mostly to himself. 

“Fraudulent but how did you find out?” Emma asked.     

 “I have my contacts too, Detective Stevens.  During my investigation into trying to find 

out who our mole or moles are I found something interesting,” Chief Montgomery said.  

 “Let me guess payments to politicians,” I said.      

 “This is going all the way up the chain,” Chief Montgomery said.    

 “That’s never good,” Emma said.        

 “No. It is not. But that does prove that the two officers still have a connection with Ricky 

Burrow,” I said.           

 “Now the question becomes can we prove they are the moles in the agency?” Rick asked. 

 “Not yet but there is perhaps one way we can,” I said before turning back to Chief 

Montgomery. “Sir, for the time being let’s keep this quiet. Do not let them become suspicious. I 

have a plan to catch them, but I don’t need everyone to be alerted quite yet.”   

 “Understood. I trust you instinct Detective Early,” Chief Montgomery said.  

 “Thanks,” I said before turning to Emma and Rick. “Let’s go.     

 “Where to?” Emma asked.         

 “Ricky Burrow’s place,” I said as the three of us left the office. 



 

********************* 

 

I was in a hurry. I wanted to get to Ricky Burrow’s place as quick as we would. I 

suspected whatever answers I needed to help bring the case to a close was going to be there. 

Chief Montgomery, the logical person I knew he was, understood what we were trying to do and 

got us a search warrant by the time we arrived at the house. 

“Mr. Burrow,” I said. I waited for an answer for a few moments.    

 “I wonder if he is home,” Emma said.       

 “There are no vehicles in the yard. Do you know what he drives?” Rick asked.  

 “No. No vehicles usually mean no one is home,” I said.     

 “Well, what are we waiting for? Let’s bust on in,” Emma said before I stopped her. 

 “Wait. I’ll do that. I said it usually means no one is home but not always,” I said.  

 “Could be a trap,” Rick added.        

 “And Ricky Burrow is one to set traps up,” I said as I kicked down the door. Emma and 

Rick quickly followed me into the house and much to our surprise no one was home.  

 “I guess they are gone,” Emma said.        

 “For now. Still, be careful,” I told her.       

 “I’ll go check the kitchen,” Rick said.       

 “And I will check the living room,” Emma said.      

 “I’ll go the back then,” I said as I began slowly searching the house. After a few minutes 

slowly approach the bedroom I went into and much to my horror and displeasure I quickly 

realized I hit the jackpot of evidence. I was not displeased because I had found the evidence but 

rather because the number of victims that there were based on the evidence here and I was sure 

that this was not all of it either. 

  Some of the evidence I found was a bit too disturbing even for me to write here but 

there was one particular journal which he wrote indicating the names of the hundreds of youth he 

helped kidnapped and sent off to other places to be husbands or wives of older adults.   

 I got you now Ricky I said to myself as I continued looking through the room for more 

evidence. As I continued looking Rick and Emma came into the bedroom with me.  

 “I found nothing,” Emma said.        

 “Neither did I,” Rick added.          

 “But it seems you hit the jackpot,” Emma said. 

“Indeed and I sort of wish I had not,” I said.      

 “What did you find sir?” Rick asked     

“Oh my God,” Emma gasped as she saw the little black journal which I held. She took it 

from me and opened it up and for a minute I thought she would faint until a second later she 

spoke rather angrily. “You know Charles this is a book of records of marriages that they have 

performed here. There are at least six hundred names in here and there will probably be a lot 

more added to the list soon.”          

 “You know Emma this really,” I started to say but Emma and Rick knew how I felt.  

“This is really disgusting. I do wonder how anyone in their right mind can make these young 

people do these horrible deeds against their will.”  

I had started to speak again when the three of us heard guns shots and as I turned around 

three men in a black van quickly passed the house as they took out their machine guns and began 

shooting at us but fortunately all the shots missed us but I do admit for that moment I had 



become terrified.         

“They found us but how?” Rick asked.      

 “Our moles. They told Ricky where to find us,” I replied.      

 “That will be the last thing-,” Rick began as we quickly ran out of the house and saw the 

black van was heading into the main city.   

“Chief Montgomery,” I shouted over the radio.    

“Chief Montgomery here,” he said over the radio     

 “Rick’s men are heading back to the city. They just attempted to kill us here,” I said.

 “Missed again,”: the chief replied.       

 “Pardon me. Did you say missed again?” I asked.      

 “Yeah, same men tried to kill you earlier at the house you three are staying by burning it 

down. The police and other responders quickly got there when we got the report, but 

unfortunately by the time they got there the men were gone and so was the house,” the chief said. 

 “Now it is the time chief to arrest Officer Walkins and Officer Maxwell. We cannot 

afford them to keep feeding Ricky and his men information about what we are going to do,” I 

said.             

 “Consider it done,” the chief said.        

 “What is it now?” Emma asked as she saw Rick was looking at his phone.   

 “Oh my,” Rick said.          

 “What’s going on Rick?” Emma asked.       

 “Got a report that an attempted kidnapping just occurred,” Rick said.   

 “Where?” I asked.          

 “At the middle school just a few miles from here,” Rick said.    

 “We’re on the way. I am not going to let Mr. Burrow continue to get away with this,” I 

said as the three of us got into the car and left the house.  

 

***************** 

 

I had never felt so angry in my life, save for the time Darlene was murdered, but for the 

sake of the three of us I stayed calm while chasing after the black van. Detective O’Malley had 

called the police department again over his radio and I knew they responded as several other 

police cars began chasing them. The two hooded men who were sitting in the back of the van 

turned and saw that they were being chased by the police and us.     

 “Ricky the cops are chasing after us,” Clearance said as Ricky continued to drive 

extremely fast in hopes of evading the police and us.      

 “Well you know what to do Clearance if you’ve got the guts. Shoot and get them off our 

trail. We can’t afford to fail now,” Ricky ordered and at once Clearance and the other hooded 

figure took out their machine guns and began shooting at the police.  

 

*************** 

 

“Watch out,” I radioed to the other officers who were assisting in the chase. Their plan 

worked almost perfectly even though their shots missed badly as several of the officers swerved 

and dodged the shots and almost causing several accidents in the streets.    

 “I got this,” Rick said as he quickly opened up the window and began firing back at the 

men.  



 

**************** 

            

 “Boss,” Clearance said. “They are firing back.”      

 “Don’t you have the guts?” Ricky said. “Shoot them and get them off our trail.”  

 “With pleasure,” Clearance said as he returned fire.    

 

************** 

 

“Sir, faster. If you can get us closer perhaps I can take out their tires,” Rick said.  

 I quickly sped up. Unfortunately, the black van also sped up. Clearance pointed his gun 

and began shooting the tires at cars that were in front of us. I did what I could to avoid the cars 

that were not swerving in front of us. I did not want to hit any of them but realized that the more 

that the men were shooting the less likely it would be that we would not have an accident.  

 

*************** 

 

“Clearance,” Ricky shouted when he realized what he done. “I told you to shoot the cops. 

Not the cars. Are you trying to get us killed?”       

 “But sir, killing cops will get us the chair,” Clearance replied.    

 “So, will disobeying me,” Ricky said.        

 “Understood,” Clearance said as he turned toward us and began firing at us.  

 

*************** 

 

“Watch it,” Rick said as I quickly tried to avoid the shots. At first it was not that hard to 

do. The first few shots I knew were warning shots as they completely missed us. The last shot 

went through our windshield and missed Emma’s head by an inch.     

 “Oh gosh,” Emma gasped as she saw how close she was to being killed.  

 

************** 

 

“Good one Clearance,” Ricky said as he looked and saw we were slowing down and no 

longer chasing them.           

 “Yes, Ricky it looks like we got them off our trail,” Clearance said as he and the others 

realized the police had quit chasing them. They continued to drive extremely fast as we stopped 

for a few moments at a nearby gas station. 

 

************** 

         

“I can’t believe this,” I yelled angrily as I looked and saw the black van had vanished.  

“Charles, it is not your fault,” Emma said as we  got out of the car.    

 “Yes it is,” I shouted. “Because of me Ricky will continue to hurt others.”   

 “Don’t say that sir. We will catch those goons,” Rick said.     

 “How?” I asked. I wanted to capture those three men more than anything and as they 

escaped the chances of us finding the teens became lower. “More youths will be kidnapped 



because we failed to catch those monsters.” 

“It will be alright sir. As you always tell me to keep the faith,” Emma said.  

 “I mean they cannot be too far from here,” Rick added.     

 “In a city this size they can be anywhere,” I sighed. I had almost given up hope. For a few 

minutes I said nothing as I thought about what I could have done differently. What would 

Darlene have done I had quietly asked myself. She was always the more level headed person in 

our family though she would always tell others that it was me. I missed her everyday and 

sometimes I knew I missed her more than I realized like I was now. So many questions with so 

few answers and we still had a renegade on the loose. She would have known how to react to this 

situation better than I did. Still I needed to be strong I said to myself for both of my partners both 

of whom I knew looked up to me. I continued to stand there saying nothing until a few minutes 

later another officer approached up.          

 “Pardon me sir,” the officer said.        

 “I hope you got some good news for me,” I said.      

 “I may,” an officer said as he turned to me. “I just got a call from the lieutenant saying 

that they received a tip telling us that the black van stopped at a church about five miles from 

here and the judge has issued warrants for their arrest Also that they have the two officers in 

custody and that both officers are asking for plea deals in exchange for their testimony.” I was 

relieved to say the least when he said those words as were my partners Emma and Rick.   

“That is good news,” I said. I felt relieved as did my partners. “Let’s go get those 

renegades.”  

 

***************************** 

 

We quickly drove to the church where their van had been spotted and sure enough the 

black van was the only vehicle in the lot. Emma and Rick quickly went over to the van to check 

to see what was in it as the other officers and I started headed for the church building.  

 “Be careful,” Emma told Rick as they opened the van and much to their horror two 

teenagers were still in the van tied up. They were two young girls who Emma later told me 

looked no older than thirteen tied up in the back seat of the van. Emma and Rick quickly untied 

the two teens and helped put them in our car.       

 “I’ll stay here with the two teens,” Emma told Detective O’Malley as he agreed and 

began to run to the church where the other officers and I were waiting for him.  

 “Emma and I found two teens in the van and now she is with them in our car,” Rick told 

me as I nodded silently.  

We slowly went into the church building and to be honest the inside was quite perhaps a 

bit too quiet and almost a minute after we entered the building one of the men whom I seen 

earlier suddenly appeared and started running the other way. It did not take long to catch him and 

to be frank I was disappointed that it was not Ricky.      

 “Who are you?” I yelled thunderously at the man.     

 “I’m Clearance Helms,” the man said frightfully as he dropped his gun. 

 “Where’s Ricky Burrow,” I yelled again at the man.      

“Ricky is in a meeting with the high priest. There are supposed to be many weddings 

tonight,” Clearance shrieked.          

 “How many?” I yelled for the third time.      

 “Tonight, there is supposed to be two hundred weddings. It is supposed to the biggest 



ceremony celebrating the high priest anniversary for running the sect,” Clearance said. 

 “Who is this high priest,” I asked loudly even though I started suspecting it was George 

Mills.           

 “Honestly I don’t know. I’ve never met the guy. The only person who knows anything 

about the priest is Ricky and that’s because during the ceremony the only people who are not 

cloaked or hooded are the couples that are getting married,” Clearance said.   

 “Where is the ceremony supposed to occur,” I yelled again.    

 “The ceremony is going to occur at sunset at the old abandoned church in the downtown 

section of the city,’ Clearance gasped. I could tell that he was telling the truth and that meant we 

didn’t have long before the youths would be married and be sent to other states. Several other 

officers arrived and saw that I had apprehended the man.     

 “Take Clearance Helms into custody and tell Chief Montgomery we will need a warrant 

for the old abandoned church in the downtown area. I have an idea. Give me some of those 

cloaks,” I told the officers. One of the officers handed me three robes while the other officers 

wasted no time in taking Clearance into custody as I looked on and gave a sigh of relief as my 

Rick approached me.           

 “What is the matter Charles? What are we going to do with those,” Rick asked looking as 

every bit concerned as I did.         

 “We don’t have much time. At sunset the kidnapped youth are supposed to be married 

and sent off to other states where we would be unable to track them down. Right now they are 

getting us warrants so we can raid the temple, but while we wait for them I want to goo 

personally and crash their party. I don’t care who you take in but I’m taking in Ricky Burrow 

personally,” I told Rick who nodded in agreement.       

  

******************************************* 

 

Chief Montgomery had been working extremely hard to get us the warrants to raid the 

church minutes after he was informed of what we were doing. The three of us quickly took the 

two teenage girls to the police station in which officers escorted them to a nearby hospital. I was 

glad to see they were safe, and I didn’t care what it took but we were going to rescue the other 

youths and keep them from having a miserable life.  

We quickly drove to the old abandoned church and much to our horror when we arrived 

there we saw perhaps thousands of different vehicles some of which were still arriving and what 

disgust me even more was that most of the people coming out of the cars were dressed in black 

robes and hoods except for the last one who was wearing a white and gold robe and his hood was 

equally white.           

 “That must be the high priest,” Emma said quietly as I looked at him with the utmost 

disgust.            

 “What are we going to do,” Rick asked as we watched from our vehicle which we parked 

across the street from the abandoned church.       

 “We’re going to go in and personally bust this party. I’ve already informed Chief 

Montgomery of our operation while we waited inside for the other officers to arrive. I quickly 

handed Emma and Rick each a robe as they quickly put them on and covered their faces and 

once again I radioed the Chief and told him the operation had started.    

 “Let’s go,” Rick said as all three of us went out of our taxi.  

“So far so good,” I whispered as we quietly blended in with the rest of the crowd who 



were also hooded and much to our horror as we entered the temple we saw several hundred 

frightened youths standing in the middle of the temple holding each other’s hands as the crowd 

kept getting larger and applauding even louder. If it had been possible, I would have taken the 

high priest out at the moment but I turned and noticed he was surrounded by several armed 

hooded figures. The youth stood in front of him as he slowly walked in front of them and began 

the awful ceremony.           

 “My friends we are all here today for the biggest ceremony in history as we untie these 

two hundred couples into marriage and send them off to other states,” the high priest said as the 

audience gave a thunderous applause. The youths stood there frightfully as the armed guards 

passed them as the priest conducted their ceremony quietly.     

 “This is so awful,” Emma cried. At that moment she looked down and saw that Chief 

Montgomery had texted her that the FBI and other agencies were about to break open the 

ceremony.           

 “Be ready,” I told her as I had also received the same text. As soon as I spoke those 

words agents from the FBI and other agencies broke into the temple.   

 “Freeze,” the agents shouted.        

 “COPS,” one of the hooded figures shouted.  

“Let’s go,” I said.         

 The three of us quickly got out of our robes and much to the surprise of the hooded 

figures we began taking them down and arresting them. I don’t think I could have been happier 

than I was at the moment as Chief Montgomery, his officers and agents from other agencies 

barged into the church and broke up the ceremony.  

I smiled. Apparently we actually caught most of them by surprise as they had turned and 

started running out of our sight but quite a few of them including the high priest took out their 

guns and began shooting at us. I saw Ricky standing beside the high priest as he held another girl 

which I knew was intended for him and as soon as I saw Ricky I had begun chasing after him. 

 “STOP OR I’LL SHOOT,” I said as both the high priest and Ricky turned around. 

 “I’ll deal with him,” the high priest said as he took out his semiautomatic gun and began 

shooting at me. I was quick enough to avoid being hit and I took one good shot which apparently 

hit the high priest in the knee as he fell onto the ground in agony.    

 Emma and Rick had also been involved with a shootout but their shootout ended as 

quickly as the two hooded figures that had been shooting at them walked backwards and fell onto 

the ground and neither Emma nor Rick wasted any time in apprehending them. I let the FBI 

agents apprehend the high priest as I continued to chase after Ricky.    

  

******************************** 

 

Ricky was as ruthless of a criminal as I had ever seen in my life and he wasn’t going to 

give up easily. He had been in prison once for similar crimes and I knew he didn’t want to go 

back either. He continued to run extremely fast despite dragging his captive with him.  

 “Let me go! Let me go,” the young girl screamed as Ricky turned around and grabbed her 

extremely hard.           

 “Shut up or I will kill you,” Ricky said as he showed the young girl his extremely long 

knife. I had quickly caught up with them before Ricky could do anything else.   

 “Drop the knife Ricky. It is over,” I yelled furiously.     

 “Oh I doubt that,” Ricky said as he dropped his knife and took out his small handgun and 



brought the young girl closer to him. “Make another move and I’ll kill her and then I will kill 

you.”  

This was the most difficult situation I had ever been in and I really didn’t want to see 

anyone die and as I slowly put my gun onto the floor I looked up and noticed the young girl had 

kicked him so hard he had no choice but to let go and that gave me enough time to disarm and 

apprehend him.   

“Like I said it is over,” I whispered to Ricky as I turned to the young girl and spoke to 

her. “Are you alright Miss?”         

 “Thank you sir,” the young girl said as other police officers and FBI agents arrived.

 “Detective Charles Early this church and its grounds are now secured. All of the hooded 

figures are now safely locked away in police custody and parents are being called to pick up their 

children,” the FBI agent said. I turned and saw that Chief Montgomery and Deputy Chief Simms 

approach the three of us.         

 “Great job you three. All the children and teens are being taken to their parents or being 

placed into protective custody,” Chief Montgomery said. “I do say that there was one surprise in 

the roundup of the hooded figures.”        

 “What might that be Chief,” I asked quietly.      

 “The high priest which we now got in custody was the surprise. When we unmasked him 

we found out he had been a very well respected citizen named George Mills,” Chief 

Montgomery said.           

 “George Mills,” I said. “That somehow does not surprise me.”  

I could not help smile in celebration. We had tied him with at the very least bribery and 

other financial crimes earlier but now we had evidence that tied him with the sect and crimes 

against kids which made me feel even better.  

“Are you okay?” Chief Montgomery asked.      

 “Yes,” I said. I was relaxed and calmer than I had been since we started this case. The 

kids were now safer and all that were involved were going to be in prison for good.  

 “Also,” Chief Montgomery continued. “We also found out he began these secret 

marriages over a decade ago. These shenanigans have been going on for a long time and I’m glad 

they finally stopped,” Chief Montgomery said as we all watched the remaining hooded figures be 

placed into police cars.           

 “Maybe now Mr. Burrow can finally be where he belongs. In prison,” I said.  

“Most of the hooded figures except for Ricky Burrow were followers of George Mills. 

They truly believed what they were doing was legal and when in fact the law says otherwise. 

Ricky on the other hand was doing it for money and for protection. See Charles most of the men 

here today knew Ricky Burrow was on the America’s Most Wanted list but as long as he brought 

in the youths they paid him in money and by not saying anything. Oh something else too I think 

you three should know that despite the shootout that occurred none of the teens were hurt, only 

one officer sustained minor injuries and two of the hooded figures were killed and the rest like I 

said earlier are now in custody,” Chief Montgomery said.       

 “That’s great Chief,” I said quietly.       

 “Now perhaps we can go home and enjoy quiet time,” Emma said seriously. 

 “Yeah I think you’re right Emma,” I said but I quickly realized I forgot something as I 

turned to Chief Montgomery who had started leaving with the other officers. “Oh Chief You’ll 

find more evidence on Officer Johnson’s desk. We left it there when we dropped two girls off  

earlier and what is going to happen to Officer Walkins and Maxwell.”   



 “My officers and I will take care of this. As far as Officer Maxwell and Officer Walkins 

both have been terminated and will be charged as accessories to kidnapping and statutory rape. 

With both of their cooperation they’ll probably get a couple years in prison and mandatory 

registration as sex offenders as they should have already been. And I forgot to mention to you 

that this case does have implications for several politicians that were involved. So far a few 

people in the governor’s mansion, but not the governor, as well as several other lawmakers are 

also facing charges of bribery and corruption,” Chief Montgomery said.    

 “Good deal. Justice does have a way to bringing things to light,” I said.  

 “Indeed it does. Again I give you three my thanks,” Chief Montgomery acknowledge. 

 “What now sir,” I asked as we watched Chief Montgomery leave with the other officers.  

 “Time to go a drink and relax,” I said.       

 “I’m all for that,” Emma said.         

 “Me too,” Rick said.          

 “But I thought you did not drink,” Emma said.      

 “I don’t but I do love to relax. Especially after a case like this,” Rick added.  

 “Enough of the chatter. Let’s go,” I said. I had no doubt that Rick and Emma were as 

relieved as I was that the case was over. Now it was time to go and I wanted to get out as quickly 

as I could. Another job and another mission that was accomplished. More people were saved. 

Life could not get better than this I said to myself.  
 


